INDOOR FLEA MARKETS (NOV. 2015-MAR. 2016) Note: the
info below also applies to JC's Holiday Flea Markets. Indoor
market fees when selling new items and crafts:
6' space is $40, 12' space is $60, 18' space is $80, 24' space is $100.
Please call office for price on larger space.
Indoor market fee when selling 2nd hand items, garage/tag sale, vintage or antique items:
12' space is $40 If extra space is required call JC’s office for price & availability.
Corner Spaces or Electric: add $10 to any of the prices above

FEES FOR ARTHUR L JOHNSON HIGH SCHOOL CLARK
(5’ TABLES PROVIDED)
New Items and Crafts:
1 Table $40, 2 Tables $60
2nd Hand Items, Garage/Tag Sale, Vintage or Antiques
2 Tables $40
FEES FOR WAYNE PAL (8’ TABLES PROVIDED)
New Items and Crafts:
1 Table $40, 2 Tables $60
2nd Hand Items, Garage/Tag Sale, Vintage or Antiques
1 Table $35, 2 Tables $50
Reservations: are suggested but not required for our indoor Flea Markets (around the holidays we sell
out quickly). Set up is between 7-8AM. (if you are arriving later, please advise us during office hours).
Bring your own tables*, chairs and displays. We only supply the space. All metal tables, chairs, racks and
displays must have rubber tips or some protection to avoid tearing the floor covering or scratching the
floor.

OUTDOOR SPACE FEES 2015-2016
(Opened all year long-Weather permitting)
SPACE SIZE:
3 parking spaces (vehicle stays in your space)
SPACE FEE:
$60-when selling new items
$40-when selling 2nd hand & tag sale, antiques & collectibles
Reservations: no reservations are needed for outdoor flea markets unless otherwise noted on our
schedule. Set up is between 6:30-8:30 AM. Bring your own tables, chairs, tents and displays. We only
supply the space. If using canopies, you must make sure that the canopies are weighted down for
safety
concerns. This will be enforced and you will be asked to take down your canopy if it is not weighted down.
You are not allowed to stake into the black top so heavy weights are suggested or tie it to your vehicle.
Important: Clean, neat tablecloths are required
or other suitable professional display.
No boxes, extra merchandise or debris should be visible.
Thank you for your cooperation. See you at the shows!

